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NEWS
north quad suites faced with a leaky situation
Auvria Hampton, Staff Reporter 
Auvria_Hampton@csumb.edu
For students and staff living in the newly 
built North Quad suites, leaks have 
been troublesome. Leaks throughout 
the buildings have been a persistent 
problem, specifically for the fourth 
floors of buildings 302 and 303.
The leak on the fourth floor of 303 
occurred recently this semester. The 
leak was located in the main lobby next 
to the elevator and the stairwell. On 
the fourth floor of building 302 the leak 
was located in the same location but it 
was more severe and suffered numerous 
leaks in the same area, for just over a 
year beginning in 2006.
Lauren Soares, senior Business major 
and current Resident Advisor (RA) for 
the second floor of building 302 and the 
former RA for the fourth floor of 302 
said that “although the leak continued to 
damage the furniture and carpet it was 
still not fixed.”
Soares, who was visibly annoyed 
by the problem, said that, “the tiles 
were falling down because they were so 
soggy. It was smelly. The water would 
seep out of the stairwell, which was a 
walking hazard for students walking 
to and from their rooms.” Soares said 
the hazard was “a law suit waiting to 
happen. If a student falls down four 
flights of stairs the school would be 
liable.”
Soares also stressed that, “facilities 
has been really good this year; but I 
almost feel guilty putting in a work 
order for á clogged drain when they are 
needed upstairs.”
Adam Mitchell, senior Liberal Studies 
Major and current RA for the fourth floor 
of building 303 said, “it wasn’t as bad as 
302 but it was leaking pretty badly; they 
had to bring two huge dryers to dry the 
carpet.” Mitchell continued, “the guys 
actually fixed it pretty quickly, I was 
surprised because last year when we 
had a leak it took at least two weeks for 
them to fix it.”
A facilities personal, who spoke on 
condition of anonymity and was the 
only person available for comment, 
explained that in Nov. of 2006 there was 
a leak in the hot water heating system 
on the roof of building 302. In April, 
a follow up work order to two previous 
orders that were placed regarding the 
leak were put on hold because of a part 
needed to repair the leak.
Meghan Aslanian, junior Biology 
major and current RA for the 4 floor 
of 302 said, “they did a good job fixing 
it. I wish they could have gotten to it 
earlier. It’s decreased in aesthetics. I 
can’t do programs, it’s dirty and [there 
is] mildew.”
Dean Kennedy, Associate Director of 
Residential Life, explained that facilities 
staff are stretched thin, therefore, 
cosmetic issues are not top priority. 
However, the cleanup effort performed 
by facilities on the fourth floors of both 
302 and 303 was thorough. The only 
visible damage that remains is a stained 
couch on the fourth floor lobby of 302, 
as well as warped wallpaper in the 
fourth floor lobby of 303.
Joe DeCarlo, the manager of 
Facilities, explained that there have 
been ongoing leak problems in all of 
North Quad. In regards to the fourth 
floor lobby in building 302, DeCarlo 
said, “there have been several leaks 
in that approximate location it’s not a 
single leak and we’ve repaired several
of them over the last year.”
DeCarlo wanted to make clear that 
the problem was not the roof, it is the 
plumbing. The pipes are what need the 
repairs. Kennedy credits this problem to 
a possible building settling issue. When 
a new building is built, it settles, causing 
some pipes to shift leaving small holes 
or gaps in the pipes.
Kennedy described the order of 
operations, saying that facilities responds 
to a problem, if that problem cannot 
be fixed immediately they reduce the 
size or the magnitude of that problem 
until parts needed can be ordered or 
Residential life can be contacted. This 
gave students a 24 to 48 hour notice of 
a resource shut down, so that facilities 
could address the problem completely 
without disruption.
Although leaks may continue to be 
a problem in North Quad, facilities are 
doing their best to make immediate 
repairs.
“There have been several 
leaks in that approximate 
location, it’s not a single 
leak and we’ve repaired 
several of them over the 
last year.”
JOE DECARLO, MANAGER OF
FACILITIES
(TOP) Water damaged couch on the fourth floor lobby of building 302. (BOTTOM) Warped wallpaper in 



































Internal Affairs Committee Takes a 
Closer Look at Associated Students
Kristina Kendrick, Managing Editor
Kristina_Kendrick@csumb.edu
Mary Freeman, Assistant News Editor
Mary_Freeman@csumb.edu
Oct. 9 the Associated Students 
(AS)’s Internal Affairs Committee 
(IAC) sat down to discuss and 
decide action to be taken regarding 
a complaint filed by former AS 
official and current student and 
Visual Public Art (VPA) major, 
Evita Gentry against AS President 
Robert Graham. The complaint 
was inspired by an email response 
from Graham to Gentry regarding 
her inquiry into an application for 
a position on AS. The email stated, 
“You will not be serving as an 
Associated Student representative 
this year. Please do not apply.”
After receiving the email Evita 
Gentry consulted AS Faculty Advisor 
Greg Lehr, who informed Gentry 
about different methods of action she 
could take, resulting in her complaint 
filed with AS.
Tiny conference room, 113, sits 
nestled in the Student Center, next to the 
eating area of the Otter Express which 
hosted the meeting that lasted well over 
two hours and involved an audience of 
over 30 people. The Internal Affairs 
committee consists of Chair, Clint 
Weirick and voting members Robert 
Graham, Xana Hermosillo, Maria Ceja, 
Justin Stie, Denise Huey and Greg Lehr. 
This group, joined by other AS members 
filled the large conference table, which 
dominated room 113. Other students, 
consisting largely of those speaking on 
behalf of Graham posted up against the 
wall or sat on the floor with ears open 
and opinions forming.
At 9:03 p.m. on Oct. 9 the meeting 
was called to order by Weirick, bringing 
the tension to a new high, but the issue 
between Graham and Gentry was not the
 first order of business. The LAC follows 
strict procedures, which consists of roll 
call, an approval of agenda, approval 
of minutes from previous meetings and
a membership report. After these 
orders of business were completed, the 
action items commenced. The official 
agenda of the IAC meeting overviews 
the procedures of handling this formal 
complaint, and according to IAC 
bylines, “the AS IAC shall review their 
complaints, information submitted, and 
any other information addressed at the 
meeting by others on the mater.”
Weirwick, IAC chair, attempted from 
the beginning to establish strict orderly 
conduct. Throughout the meeting he 
repeatedly reminded guests as well as 
AS officials rules of conduct. Weirick 
read the agenda out loud as well as the 
original email that Graham sent Gentry. 
Both were asked to share their side 
of the story and the reasons for their 
actions. Gentry made reference to the 
email, addressing matters brought up by 
Graham. “Also, there has been suspicion 
that you have taken from officers in the 
past. These kind of complaints, along 
with not representing'the student body, 
will not get you a position with us,” 
wrote Graham. The alleged item that 
Gentry supposedly took from an officer 
was the camera of Robert Graham.
“I did not steal it,” said Gentry. “I 
have 12 or 13 cameras of my own so 
I don’t know why I would take it,” 
continued Gentry. Following these 
statements, Gentry asked members 
who served on AS last year to 
comment if they knew if she had 
taken anything for any of the officers. 
“As someone who served on AS last 
year, I did not hear of that occurring,” 
said Hermosillo. Fellow committee 
member Huey also agreed.
The other portion of Graham’s email 
that Gentry addressed was her job 
performance in the past. “If they 
[faculty] thought I wasn’t doing my 
job, they would have gone to Andy 
Klingelhoefer,” said Gentry. Graham 
alleges that a faculty member approached 
him on behalf of Gentry’s performance 
as Upper Division Academic Senator. 
Graham still refused to say what was 
said to him, or by whom, because he 
stood by his source who asked to remain 
anonymous. Graham did not ask any 
other faculty or student about Gentry’s
performance but felt that this one faculty 
was enough to make a decision. “I have 
the sole authority to say yes or no,” said 
Graham about appointing members to 
the AS senate. Gentry does not argue 
that Graham had broken any specific 
rules. The complaint is actually filed in 
regards to his conduct as AS President. 
Gentry felt that Graham had not upheld 
his duties in representing students when 
he had sent her the email and warned 
her against applying for the position.
For IAC members the main voting 
issue was not whether or not Graham 
had violated bylaws by sending the 
email, but if Gentry’s complaint was 
valid and Graham was in fact acting 
inappropriately. The decision for the 
IAC, according to IAC bylaws, was 
based only on what they deemed to 
be inappropriate actions on Graham’s 
part, not on the breaking of by-laws or 
rules. In a heated rant Huey sounded 
off on how she felt that through his 
email Graham had not represented 
her as a student, and asked the group 
to imagine something they really 
wanted and then imagine someone 
had sent them the email that Graham 
had sent. Huey continued, “Everyone 
should have an equal opportunity to 
apply for this position.”
Many members of AS voiced concerns 
over why Graham had not come to 
fellow AS officers when trying to make 
a decision about Gentry’s performance, 
as many of them had worked with her 
in the past. Graham stated, “at the time 
that [consulting AS] had not passed 
through my mind.” Eventually Graham 
publicly apologized, but did not admit 
to wrongdoing stating, “this is way too 
intense for me to ever do it again.”
The majority of the general public 
attending the meeting were friends of 
Graham himself. Most of which stated 
their opinion that Graham had done a 
great job as a President by helping them 
to start organizations and be involved 
with student activities on campus. 
Michael Juarez, Music and Performing 
Arts major, who has been approved for 
the Upper Division Academic Senator 
position yet not inaugurated, stated that 
the students had elected Graham to
make these decisions for the student 
body, and whether or not students are 
disappointed it is well within his rights.
Eventually, after a long night of 
discussion, Hermosillo, Otter Student 
Union Chair, moved to give Graham a 
formal warning as well as four checks 
against his record. Huey, AS Student 
Senate Representative seconded the 
motion moving it to pass. At this 
point Graham excused himself from 
the room stating he would like to speed 
the process by abstaining from further 
discussion. After Graham exited the 
room, the group quickly moved me 
motion to pass. In AS officers are 
given stipends, Graham’s equals $1,600 
a semester, and checks count as $25 off 
of that stipend. Each officer is allotted 
4 “free” checks before checks start to 
affect their stipend. If Graham has no 
checks to date, then there will be no 
adjustment to his stipend.
Before leaving the meeting, Graham 
did respond that Gentry was welcome 
to apply for the position next time it 
is available. Even though a decision 
was reached Gentry is still working to 
rebuild her reputation. She has provided 
many faculty and student responses 
that positively reflect her work last 
year on AS. “In my experience in 
the Academic Senate you had always 
represented the students well and been 
present at most of the meetings where 
I expected you to be as a student 
representative,” said Dr. Daniel M. 
Fernandez, professor and chair, the 
Division of Science and Environmental 
Policy. “When you needed to miss 
because of a conflict in your schedule, 
you always let me know,” continued 
Fernandez on Gentry’s performance.
With her reputation as a high priority 
to her, Graham did comment that he 
did not make the email between him 
and Gentry public. Hermosillo called 
for a motion for the meeting to be 
adjourned and after two hours it was. 
Graham was contacted for a comment 
and declined because he wants this issue 
to be concluded.




Drinking in Monterey-tion: Wine Makers' Harvest
Michael Tyler, Staff Reporter
Michael_Tyler@csumb.edu
If planning to imbibe in fíne wines 
from Monterey County this harvest 
season, it is essential to distinguish 
your appellations from Appalachians. 
The Appalachians are mountain ranges 
east of Kentucky. An appellation is a 
geographical-based term used to identify 
where grapes for wine are grown.
Rules and names for appellations vary 
from country to country. In France wine 
is governed under the name Appellation 
d’origine contrólée. Here in the United 
States appellations are officially called 
American Viticultural Areas or AVAs.
Napa vintners are part of the North 
Coast while Monterey is part of the 
Central Coast appellation. Monterey 
County’s AVA is an 80 mile long 
growing region which encompasses sub- 
regions such as Arroyo Seco, Carmel 
Valley, Monterey and the Salinas Valley. 
Monterey County’s AVA represents 
85 grape growers and winemakers in 
Monterey County.
Wineries in Monterey County vary 
from large estates, like Heller Estates, 
to small, private vintners, like Fletcher’s 
Ridge. Winding up Corral de Terra into 
the Salinas hills, the private grounds of 
Fletcher’s Ridge aré located on a steep 
crest overlooking canyons and coast.
“Watch out for Shelob” the tall, salty- 
haired proprietor said, pointing to an 
enormous toy spider just inside the stone- 
arched, wine cellar door, “Shelob keeps 
the Department of Alcohol, Tobacco and 
Firearms from coming in.”
“I’ve been here since 1976,” said 
Richard “Fletch” Fletcher, a retired 
Carmel High biology teacher turned 
vintner. “Here in the valley, I taught 
them all. Now I call ‘em to come crush 
the grapes.”
Proceeding up the hill are several
large vats containing nearly a ton of 
fermented grapes that were stomped 
by Fletcher’s former students and 
neighborhood volunteers.
“With wine, not much has changed 
since the days of the Romans. The 
grapes are crushed by foot, yeast is 
added, and then it all ferments for three 
or four weeks in these covered vats” said 
Fletcher as he pulled back a tarp revealing 
the deep, crimson mixture within.
“You see how the grapes are all on top 
of the juice, that’s because of the CO2. 
The bubbles force the grapes to the top. 
They’re not floating. If it weren’t for 
the CO2, they’d all sink to the bottom,” 
said Fletcher.
Proceeding the wine-press and a 
slated barrel with a huge iron-crank on 
top, was self-taught wine viticulturist 
Michael Burke at the helm. Wearing 
beach shorts, a T-shirt and sandals, 
Burke resembled a surfer more than a 
vintner, but he immediately put all to 
work filling the wine-press with grapes.
“Fill it all the way to the top” Burke said 
as he placed large, wooden caps on top 
off the press. He then cranked the metal 
handle counter-clockwise and a stream 
of deep, red juice gushed from the spout. 
“New wine,” Burke said with a smile.
The new wine was transferred to 
holding tanks where it will settle for one 
week before it is put into oak barrels. 
“We keep the wine cellar’s temperature 
in the 60 to 65 degree range. The wine 
is homogenized and aged in barrels for 
a year, minimum,” said Burke. “Then 
we bottle it.”
Burke taped a barrel and set up the 
bottling rack. The wine flowed quickly, 
filling the 750ml wine bottles at a rate 
of 8 per minute. The wine is corked and 
placed in cartons. “It’s good to keep the 
bottles upright for two to three weeks so 
that the cork sets and creates an air-tight 
seal,” said Burke, “after that you can
keep them sideways.”
Grapes and wine varietals can vary 
from vintner to vintner; certain subtleties 
and nuances in the wine making process 
can vary as well.
Heller Estate Organic Vineyards, 
located in the Carmel Valley, preferred to 
turn its’ bottles neck-down or sideways 
after corking. “If the cork is good, it’s 
really not much of a factor,” said Heller 
Estate winemaker Rich Tanguay. “Only 
about 1% of the corks lose their seal.”
For this year’s harvest, Heller Estate 
will press over 200 tons of organic 
grapes from its own vineyards. “That 
equals about 32,000 gallons of wine,” 
said Tanguay, “Which is roughly 
156,000 bottles.”
With that much wine a little cork 
shrinkage is to be expected. But with 
small, private wine makers such as 
Fletcher’s Ridge, the casualties were 
much fewer. “Odds are we’ll drink the 
wine long before the cork dries out,” 
said Burke.
The harvest season is a great time to 
experience wines in Monterey County 
AVA’s.
Here are a couple options for 
viticulturists, aficionados and novices 
alike.
The Wine Trolley picks up passengers 
daily at 11:00 a.m. in front of the Portola 
Plaza in Downtown Monterey and tours 
the Ventana Vinyards at Tarpy’s Flat. 
Call 831-624-1700 or visit their website 
at toursmonterey.com
The Monterey-Salinas Transit’s 
Grapevine Express, Route 24, leaves 
the Monterey Transit Center daily and 
embarks up Cannel Valley Road to 
nearby wineries. Check route schedule 
for times at www.mst.org/index.htm
(From Top to Bottom) Burke filling the bottles. Burke cleaning a 55 gallon wine barrel. Grapes fermenting in a 
3/4 ton container. Wine maker Michael Burke.




Preparing for a Big One
Esther Goshorn, Staff Reporter 
ESTHER_GOSHORN@CSUMB.EDU
Residents of any city should be 
prepared in case an unforeseen disaster 
occurs and fortunately for Monterey 
County residents there are ways to go 
about becoming prepared.
“Disaster can either be a natural 
disaster or an attack from a foreign 
enemy,” said Wendy Walsh, Homeland 
Defense and Security Coordinator for the 
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS).
Since Sept. 11, America has become 
a culture of harmony, audacity, and 
caution. After that fatal day, United 
States President, George Bush, created an 
organization called “The USA Freedom 
Corps.” According to the Catalog for 
Citizen Corps, this was an organization 
where people could donate a couple 
years of their lives to serving others and 
their nation.
Citizen Corps is a subunit under “The 
USA Freedom Corps.” The organization 
brings people together so they can work 
towards making their neighborhoods free 
and safe from all disasters.
One option for getting prepared is 
getting involved within the disaster 
organizations and make disaster 
awareness plans.
“The most important thing is not to
panic, make an escape plan, obtain a 
survival kit, and to create a plan for 
yourself and for your family now,” said 
Jana Donckers, Hospital Preparedness 
Coordinator for the Officer of the Health 
Office. “Everyone should get a survival 
kit that will last for 72 hours,” continued 
Donckers.
“The most important thing is to take 
care of themselves,” said Donckers. 
“Target sells small survival kits.”
According to the catalog for Citizen 
Corps, some supporting organizations 
are the Red Cross, the Monterey County 
Health Department, Neighborhood Watch 
Programs, Volunteers in Police Services 
(VIPS) and the Medical Reserve Corps.
Within these organizations people will 
learn how to train, get organized and how 
to volunteer if Monterey were ever in a 
state of emergency.
“People need to build a plan, donate 
blood, get money, get a packet, and take 
up training, and volunteer,” said Lynda 
Maguet, Emergency Services Director 
for the Red Cross.
Does having the Naval Postgraduate 
School and the Defense Language 
Institute here in Monterey County make 
Monterey more vulnerable or safer? “It 
is a balance [between vulnerability and 
safety]. The military is a branch of the 
federal government, and is separate from
a domestic response,” said Walsh.
Walsh also said that there are many
disaster risks in Monterey Bay, including 
a fault, which makes tsunami’s more 
threatening. He also mentioned that there 
are many events held here that attract 
multitudes of people and could invite 
acts of terrorism.
According to the Homeland Security 
pamphlet, “The first step is to make an 
emergency kit. The second is to make a 
Family Communications Plan. The third 
step is to be informed. The fourth step is 
to remain calm.”
By having connections with the 
government and working within the 
community of Monterey, the county can 
become safe from all forms of disaster, 
and above all become a safer environment 
for all.
By getting out in the community, 
volunteering and by buying supplies or a 
survival kit, Monterey is getting safer and 
more organized. When a disaster actually 
strikes, the community of Monterey will 
be ready and properly prepared.
“People need to build a plan, 
donate blood, get money, get 
a packet, and take up training, 
and volunteer,"
LYNDA MAGUET. EMERGENCY SERVICES
DIRECTOR FOR THE RED CROSS
For more information on disaster 




















OL'FACTORY Cafe Coffee House • Beer and Wine Bar
Saturday 10/27 Free Wireless Internet
Oktoberfest in Sand City
Because you didn't get to go to Munich this year... again 
$20 = 5 beer tokens» $30 =10 beer tokens» $35 = 15 beer tokens and a cab 
Complimentary sausages all day long as well as some of Deutschland's finest brews:
Spaten, Hofbrau, Hacker-Pschorr, Paulaner, Schneider Weisse, and others. Noon to 6pm.
Wednesday 10/31
Halloween at the Ol'Factory
Live Music »The Mystery Lights 
The Luxury Sweets • Door Prizes 
Raffles • Beer Special for those in costume!
Costume Contest: Sign up by 8pm.
Every Sunday
PJ's and Toons!
Chill out in your PJ's. Watch cartoons.
Enjoy breakfast! Sunday mornings at 9am. 
1725 Contra Costa St. • www.olfactorycafe.com • 831.39.GREEN
WILD & FRESH... serving nightly:
Grilled, Pan Roasted or Blackened...
“Alaskan Halibut” - “Monterey Bay Salmon” - “Ahi Tuna” 
“Pacific Swordfish” and others
Steaks - Au Poivre (Peppered) or Grilled
Free Range “Filet Mignon” and Boneless Angus “Rib-Eye”
•Pork Tenderloin Medallions, Chicken Breast Piccata 
•Vegetarian and Pasta Dishes
•Home-made Desserts - Créme Brülée, Tiramisu, etc.
“...what a gem...” 2006 Carmel Magazines





Dinner Nightly from 5pm
Closed Sunday 
330 Reservation Road, Marina
6 Otter Realm | Oct. 18—Oct. 31,2007
Monterey Music Summit
OCTOBER 20 & 21, 2007 MONTEREY COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS
www.montereymusicsummit.com
STUDENT DISCOUNT TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE A.S. OFFICE
This is a Green event, trees will be planted locally to offset carbon footprint.
www.JoeFletcherPresents.com - A Small World Production
RAIN OR SHINE!
TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
http://MONTEREY.INTICKETING.COM
BY PHONE: 1866-55-Tickets or 415-256-8499
Drawing by: Justin L. Devine





A Blow for the California Faculty Association
Mary Freeman, Assistant News Editor 
Mary_Freeman@csumb.edu
On Oct. 12 Gov. Schwarzenegger 
vetoed AB1413 and SB 190, bills that 
the California Faculty Association 
(CFA) had hoped would help bring 
transparency to CSU Board of 
Trustee meetings.
AB 1413 and SB 190 would have 
allowed ex-officio members, the 
governor of Calif., lt. governor, 
speaker of the assembly, state 
superintendent of public instruction, 
and CSU chancellor, to designate 
staff members to take their place 
during CSU Board meetings.
The CFA had launched an 
advertising campaign to urge the 




the types of 
“executive abuses” 
that the bills are 
intended to stop.
One main dispute 
between the two is 
how the bills will 
affect ex-officio’s 
attendance.
As of yet, the 
governor has not 
attended any board 
meetings, although, 
the lt. governor has 
made some efforts to attend. Board of 
Trustees spokesperson Clara Potes- 
Fellow, asserted that these bills will 
further encourage ex-officio’s lack 
of participation in meetings, while 
the CFA contends that the bills will 
give the members the opportunity to 
have their voices heard.
One of the possible reasons for 
ex-officio member’s absence is that 
the UC system holds their meetings 
on the same day as the CSU board 
of trustees.
In a letter to CFA President Lillian 
Taiz from CSU Chancellor Charles
Reed, the chancellor pointed out, 
“this will provide for less, not more, 
participation by ex-officio board 
members who will now be able to 
send a replacement to CSU Board 
of Trustees meetings while attending 
the UC Regents meetings instead.”
. CSU Monterey Bay’s Vice 
President of University Advancement 
Jack Jewett stated that, “One key 
issue is that these are public bodies, 
they were elected to share their 
opinion?, sending designees starts to 
erode their abilities for governance. 
No governing body in the entire 
country allows designees to serve in 
their place.”
Jewitt came to CSUMB Aug. 1, 
but he was a part of the Arizona 
House of Representatives for 10 
years. As an representative he served 
on the Arizona Board of Regents, 
the equivalent of the CSU Board 
of Trustees, and currently 
serves on the National 
Board of the Association of 
Governing Boards which 
focuses on trusteeships in 
the United States.
The CFA had also 
supported the bill 
based on language that 
would better control 
how the board could 
vote on and discuss 
executive compensation, 
rather than using what 
CFA Communication 
Specialist Brian Ferguson 
called, “an open book 
policy.” Taiz added, “the level 
of outrage, here in Sacramento 
among lawmakers is generated by 
student fee increases of up to 10 
percent while the Board of Trustees 
supports raising salaries by another 
40 percent.”
Taiz is referring to the fifth 
annual student fee increase of 10 
percent, as well as the proposed 
salary increase for executives of 40 
percent in the next four years.
The CSU Board of Trustees 
justifies the 40 percent salary 
increase by educating the public
about the necessity for competitive 
salaries. Another example of the 
“executive abuses” CFA has taken 
issue with is a recent decision by 
the Board of Trustees to increase 
executive pay by an average of 18 
percent, retroactive to July 1.
This action inspired a lawsuit, 
filed by CFA legal counsel on 
behalf of recent and former CSU 
San Bernardino graduates, Paul and 
Crystal Rodríguez. The Board of 
Trustees has not been served with the 
suit, and therefore has not released 
a statement regarding the issue. 
However, Potes-Fellow explained 
that normally salary decisions are 
made before the fiscal year begins, 
but this year the CSU budget was 
approved after the fiscal year.
She added, “Just because the 
budget hadn’t been passed does not 
mean that work wasn’t being done. 
It’s only fair for these raises to be 
retroacted to the beginning of the 
budget cycle regardless of when the
budget was approved.”
- Ferguson responded, “Whether 
the budget was late or not the fact 
that they did it is illegal.” While 
the lawsuit is contesting the legality 
of the retroactive raises, Ferguson 
admits that they are upset about the 
raises in general.
“We think that money could be 
better spent elsewhere than padding 
the pockets of people who are 
already rich,” said Ferguson.
'We think that 
money could 
be better spent 
elsewhere than 
padding the pockets 





For more information go to 
www.calfac.org
or type in CSU Perks on 
www.youtube.com
Now there’s a less embarrassing way to be entertained.
Pick one, two or all three products Starter Cable, High Speed Internet or Comcast Digital Voice»
for $24.95 each for 9 months
Visit www.comcast.com/sbcollege for more information.
comcast.
Offer ends 10/31/07. Offer only available in parclpating Comcast systems (and may not be transferred) and limited to new residential customers' (or former customers 
with accounts In good standing, who have not had any Comcast service during the past 60 days), located In Comcast Cable wired and serviceable areas. Offer limited 
to Digital Starter Cable, 6.0 Mbps High-Speed Internet service and/or Comcast Digital Voice service. After 9 months, regular monthly rates tor each service apply. Cur­
rent monthly rate for High-Speed Internet varies between S42.95-S58.95/month depending on other Comcast services subscribed to, if any. Current monthly rate for 
Comcast Digital Voice varies from $39.95-544.95 depending on other Comcast services subscribed to, if any. Current monthly rate for Comcast Digital Starter Cable 
is $53.50 per month. Cable Service: Certain services are available separately or as a part of other levels of service. Basic Service subscription is required to receive 
other levels of service. ON DEMAND selections subject to charge Indicated at the time of purchase and programming subject to change. On Demand not available In 
all areas. High-Speed Service: Speeds are for downloads only and compare Comcast 6Mbps to 1.5Mbps DSL PowerBoost only available with Comcast’s 6.0/8.0 
speed plans. PowerBoost provides brief bursts of download speed above the customers provisional download speed for the first 10MB of a file. It then returns to your 
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From Graffiti to White Walls
Elvia Silva, Staff Reporter
Elvia_Silva@csumb.edu
While walking into Building 14, the 
home of the Otter Express and the 
Student Center, students may have 
noticed a big difference to the right of 
the building. The walls of the student 
center game room are now white.
In the past, two of the walls in the 
Student Center game room were covered 
with a student’s artwork painted in a 
graffiti style. They believed that the 
artist is Matthew Goodlaw, now alumni, 
but the mural had no artist signature and 
no date of when the art was completed.
“We are trying to verify the artist, 
before giving credit to any one person,” 
said Anthony Zelensky, a fourth year 
Earth Systems Science and Policy major 
and Student Center student manager.
Over the summer the artwork was painted 
over, stunning many returning students.
Change is Progress
Auvria Hampton, Staff Reporter 
Auvria_Hampton@csumb.edu
Educational Scholar Henry Steele 
Commager said, “change does not nec­
essarily assure progress, but progress 
implacably requires change.” CSU 
Monterey Bay is not only a witness to 
that change but a product of that change, 
thanks in part to CSUMB President, 
Dianne Harrison.
People may get fed up with the road 
closures, construction workers, loud 
screeching noises and detours; however, 
Harrison said “change is sometimes good. 
Dust means we’re making progress.”
Sitting poised in her chair she had a 
warm and inviting smile on her face. 
Her brown hair fell just past her neckline 
accenting the eyeglasses she wore that 
sat perfectly on the bridge of her nose. 
Dressed in a beautiful blouse and knee 
length skirt Harrison looked confident
‘We would like removable 
artwork to come through 
here, Instead of something 
permanent, so more 




Student Activities made the decision as a 
whole to remove the artwork.
“We wanted to change the Student 
Center and decided a fresh coat of paint 
to make the center a nicer place for the 
students,” said Anthony Zelensky. “We 
re-did the pool tables and revamped the 
center in general.”
Some students were sad to see 
the work removed but hope to see
and right at home in her office.
Since Harrison assumed presidency
at CSUMB in June 2006 the campus 
has transformed both aesthetically and 
systematically, with better communication 
between departments, concrete plans 
to retain faculty and staff, facilities 
development and increased enrollment.
Adam Mitchell a senior and Liberal 
Studies major, said, “I think she’s
some artwork on the white walls in 
the near future. “Hopefully they put 
some artwork on the walls soon to 
brighten up the Student Center,” said 
Nichole Piazza, a fourth year Human 
Communications Major.
The Student Center used left over 
paint to paint over the walls. The center’s 
ultimate goal is to get more student 
artwork into the center and allow more 
people to display their artwork. “We 
would like removable artwork to come 
through here, instead of something 
permanent, so more students can display 
their work,” stated Zelensky.
Ben Flores, a fourth year Social 
Behavioral Studies student and Student 
Center employee, said that “the mural 
was painted over because the Student 
Center is going to be moved.”
The center is looking to move to 
the current library building as soon 
as the new library is open and ready
awesome. There are things actually 
happening to benefit the campus and 
students because of her, she actually 
listens to the students, you can literally 
see her hard work.”
Harrison said, “we are poised to keep 
progress,” and for the 2007-2008 year 
Harrison plans to continue advancement 
by putting more attention toward 
students and facilities development.
“Student success is everybody’s 
business,” Harrison said. “A student who 
is successful is a student who leaves 
prepared, with a degree in hand and 
the skills and knowledge to compete 
productively in the world,” explained 
Harrison.
Harrison is devoted to helping those 
that need the extra help, offering more 
tutoring sessions or making financial aid 
more readily available.
Harrison also wants to encourage 
students to get involved. Several students 
say that there is nothing to do and 
Harrison upholds that. “There is plenty 
to do, you just have to pick yourself up 
and do them.” Part of your experience is
for use. This was another reason that 
the artwork was removed, when the 
building gets taken over for another use 
then the work would have likely been 
removed as well.
In an effort to preserve the artwork, 
pictures were taken and will be 
reproduced in a large photograph 
that will be displayed in their new 
building and will contain a small plaque 
indentifying the artist and the years of 
his attendance.
Currently, Associated Students and 
the Photography Club are working 
together to execute a plan for the 
best method of gathering student 
artwork to be displayed on the now 
white walls of the Student Center. 
“The process for submitting student 
artwork is in its early stages, more 
information will be provided to 
students later,” said Zelensky.
what you make it she explained.
Getting student and family friendly is 
also important to Harrison. Harrison 
not only wants to communicate parent 
and student needs and wants but she 
wants to make those needs and wants 
a reality.
“Perspective students, current 
students and parents can see we are 
making progress,” explained Harrison 
after pointing out the construction of the 
new library, the demolition of discarded 
buildings and an increase in students 
roving the campus.
Harrison is not only concerned 
with financial fundraising she is also 
committed to friend raising. “We need 
more of the 4 million dollar gifts,” said 
Harrison, referring to at least 4 million 
dollar gifts donated by The Tanimura 
and Antle families for the library, as well 
as the 4 million dollar gift donated by 
the late Marian K, Krause, which will be 
put toward scholarships in the journalism 
and human communication programs.
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Successfully Build Your Credit
Melody Ainsworth, Staff Reporter 
Melody Ainsworth@csumb.edu
A new car right out of college and a great 
house by the age of 25 may seem like a 
far-fetched fantasy for many students, 
but with the right credit history, it is 
more than possible.
It is no secret that many students 
generally have trouble keeping their 
finances in check. Being thrust out of 
a comfortable home with free meals 
and allowance, into the life of dorm 
rooms, meal plans and top ramen, can 
skew anyone’s perception of money. 
According to the United College 
Marketing Services review of 2006, the 
average college student with a credit 
card carries $885 in debt just on their 
balance.
Younger people are assumed to have 
a good financial history which all comes 
down to credit. According to the Federal 
Reserve Bank of San Francisco, a good 
credit history is crucial. Employers, 
banks, insurance companies, and even 
cell phone companies will check credit 
scores because it is one of the best 
indicators of a person’s ability to pay 
bills on time.
Eleanor Ginette, personal finance 
representative for Washington Mutual 
described a credit score as similar to a
grade point average, “your credit score 
is a profile of you, your debts, your 
financial and even your court history.”
The first step to building good credit 
is applying for a credit card. There are 
many cards out there that are aimed at 
college students. Companies like Citi 
create student cards with benefits for 
good grades, bookstore discounts and 
even airline discounts.
Applying for a card with a large 
national bank, such as Wells Fargo or 
Bank of America are sensible choices, 
as they have branches in almost any 
town, can be accessed online and many 
offer discounts to current customers. 
More options can be evaluated at www. 
cardratings.com or www.bankrate.com.
Carmen Sunga, Wells Fargo 
Representative said, “the best way to 
start building credit is applying for a 
low-interest credit card with no annual 
fee.”
“The best way to build credit 
effectively is to run up about 30 percent 
of the total limit, and pay the monthly 
balance in full. The goal is to leave 
a little bit of money on the card at all 
times, to prove that you are “responsible” 
enough, to pay it off on a regular basis,” 
said Sunga.
Many CSU Monterey Bay students 
have begun the process of building
credit. Business Senior Juston Willis 
has had a credit card since he graduated 
high school in 2004.
“I keep my balance low, and don’t 
make any large purchases unless I 
already have the money,” said Willis.
Carmen gave a few helpful pointers 
on choosing a credit card:
• Look for cards with no annual fee.
• Always pick a card that is linked to 
a major credit bureau such as Visa, 
MasterCard, and American Express.
• Look for a card with a low Annual 
Percentage Rate (APR), this is the 
interest charged on the balance. The 
lower the better. A good APR for a 
beginner card is around 15 percent. Be 
cautious for cards that claim zero percent. 
This is an introductory period, and the 
APR usually skyrockets once over.
• Review your benefit options. Banks 
will try to lure in their customers with 
benefits. Be cautious, not all benefits 
are worth the fees and interest, keep in 
mind that banks make the most money 
from customers that cannot pay.
What is law school?
A place where convention is reinforced?
Or more than that?
A place to learn a broad repertoire of skills. 
A rigorous curriculum in a supportive environment.
 An intersection of theory and practice.
Explore the full potential of the law
in a school devoted to the big picture.
CALIFORNIA WESTERN
SCHOOL OF LAW | San Diego 
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CREATIVE COSTUME PICKS FOR THE STUDENT BUDGET
Andie Aguirre, Staff Reporter
Andrea_aguirre@csumb.edu
Kristina Kendrick, Managing Editor 
Kristina_Kendrick@csumb.edu
Going for creative versus skanky; 
thrift store versus specialty shops.
For some, the hunt for a Halloween 
costume begins months in advance, 
rummaging through vintage and 
thrift shops trying to piece together a 
creative, yet fashionable outfit with the 
right accessories to finish it off.
For others, however, the search begins 
and ends in a Halloween specialty shop
which sells pre-packaged costumes 
which are, most of the time, un-inspired 
and over priced. For nearly $50 girls 
can wear sometimes ridiculously racy, 
next to nothing outfits with some 
random animal ear and tail set, that 10 
other girls will be wearing at the party 
they attend.
These scantly clad outfits do not 
guarantee they leave long lasting 
impressions on the opposite sex. “To 
be honest, most guys would like to 
see a girl in a skimpy outfit, but a 
girl is definitely more memorable if 
her costume is funny or original,” 
said Brian Gorges, Senior Human 
Communications (HCOM) Major.
Gorges were not the only one to feel 
this way. “It’s so generic for girls to 
dress ‘sexy’ on Halloween, I’d rather 
see them do something creative,” said 
Josh Varón, Junior HCOM Major.
For those that take this once-a-year 
event seriously, this spooky holiday 
is not just an excuse to get drunk and 
munch on candy; it is the one-day of 
the year that they can step into the 
shoes of someone or something else.
Halloween falls on a Wednesday 
this year making a costume important 
for CSU Monterey Bay students, staff 
and faculty walking around campus. 
While females will have to wear class 
appropriate outfits, they are not the
only one facing a dress dilemma.
Men have a different challenge 
when gearing up for this frightful day. 
Planning ahead is often a problem 
and putting a whole outfit together 
seems daunting. “It’s hard to come up 
with something original and funny,” 
said John Martin, Telecommunications 
Multimedia Applied Computing 
junior.
Whether the challenge is planning 
or finding a costume that is suitable 
for school, an assortment of options 
of where to buy and what to buy are 
endless.
Ideas for Females
This year, the theme for females is class. 
Here are some quick and easy costume 
ideas inspired by ultimate '60s fashion 
icons that will take the wearer back to 
the hip-shaking days of mod.
Audrey Hepburrv as her character 
Holly Golightly in the classic film 
"Breakfast Tiffany's" is the epitome of 
1960's glamour. Emulate Audrey's classy 
yet edgy hair up-do and cat eye makeup 
to accomplish the look.
Needed:
• Little black dress
• Evening elbow-length gloves
• Faux diamond or pearl accessories
• Oversized black sunglasses
• High heels
Edie Sedgwick, fashion model 
and artist Andy Warhol's "superstar" 
showcased a unique style of dressing 
including sequenced mini dresses, 
striped shirts paired with her signature 
black tights and wild accessories and 
makeup. Perhaps the most important 
part of Sedgwick's outfits was her 
accessories and makeup.
Needed:
• Black footed tights
• Mini dress or t-shirt
• High heels
• False eyelashes, black eye makeup 
 * Chandelier dangle earrings
• Silver hair color spray
• Wig if necessary
Hello Kitty, this Sanrio phenomenon 
is not just for little girls. She is making a 
comeback in the adult world and makes 
for a perfect Halloween get-up.
Needed:
• Cat mask with whiskers
• Prep school outfit, white shirt and 
pink skirt
• Pink or red headband
• A piece of Hello Kitty paraphernalia 
to give the outfit credibility
Mommy Britney Spears, lends 
herself to a variety of interpretations.
Needed:
• Plastic baby doll (1 or 2)
• Cut off shorts and graphic tank top
• Southern accent and crazed 
personality
Fog, is something very closely 
associated with Monterey Bay and is an 
imaginative costume for any Otter.
Needed:
• Body suit with grey or silver tights
• Quilting batting to glue onto body 
suit and spray with silver and glitter
• Silver eye shadow and more glitter 
to complete outfit
Ideas for Males
Leonidas, from 300, makes any 




• Leather loin cloth
• Skin plates and spray on abs
Homer Simpson, hit the big screen, 
increasing his popularity and the 
chance someone might dress as him at 
Halloween.
Needed:
• Blue jeans and short white shirt
• Duff Beer
• Homerisms (Doh! and mmm.. .Beer)
Flava Flav, is still looking for love and 




• Outrageous pimp or jump suit
• Crown
Beer Knight, saves the day and 
delivers that fine tasting brew.
Needed:
• 30 pack cardboard boxes for hat, 
sword and outfit
• Strong scissors or cutting object /'
Kissing booth, is one sure way to get 





• Money taking element
Pair Costumes:
• Bill and Hillary Clinton
• Beer Pong Team
• Jay and Silent Bob
• Keg and Tap
Group Costumes:
• X-men












Ricky Welshiemer, Staff Reporter 
Richard_Welshiemer@csumb.edu
It is that time of the year when the wind picks up and leaves turn from 
green to brown and the season of fall sneaks up. Every year around this 
time the pumpkin makes its presence all over the United States.
Companies throughout the country are getting in the spirit of fall by 
adding an enjoyable pumpkin treat to their menus. This carrot colored 
gourd has inspired ideas to get the students of CSU Monterey Bay in the 
mood for fall.
Starbucks offers a pumpkin spice latte and frappuccino. These seasonal 
treats are great for a mid term study-sesh.
However, these drinks are very high in calories. According to the 
Starbucks nutrition facts table, a Venti pumpkin spice frappuccino with 
whipped cream is 540 calories. It’s a good thing these guilty pleasures are 
only for sale during this time of the year.
If coffee is not pleasurable to the pallet, then maybe a cold beer will quench 
an unrelenting thirst. Breweries also get in the spirit by adding pumpkin as an 
ingredient to many seasonal beers.
Some of these beers are Coors Blue Moon Pumpkin Ale, Buffalo Bill’s 
Pumpkin Ale and Anheuser- Busch’s Jack’s Pumpkin Spice Ale.
“Shipyard’s Pumpkinhead Ale is the best way to get drunk during the 
autumn season,” said CSUMB Integrated Studies Special Major and fifth 
year, Colleen Butterfield.
Sam Adams fans will be happy to hear that Octoberfest is back for 
the season. However, it is not brewed with pumpkins. It is blended 
together with five roasts of barley, which creates pleasing sweet flavors 
including caramel and toffee.
Local grocery stores such as Save Mart, Safeway and Whole Foods are getting in 
action by selling pumpkins, pre-made pies and pie mix. Costco offers a pumpkin 
pie cheesecake for about $13 and a regular pumpkin pie for $10.
Pumpkin seeds are a delicious fall snack as well. Instead of throwing away the 
seeds after carving a pumpkin a great alternative is to eat them. The traditional 
way of cooking them according to allrecipes.com, is to just wash the seeds, then 
place them on a cooking rack with a little salt and bake them at 325 degrees for 
25 minuets.
CSUMB Human Communications major and junior Paige Vega enjoys 
eating the guts from her carved pumpkin.
“Adding a little salt to the pumpkin guts makes for a delicious evening treat,” 
said Vega.
For delightful recipes and different ways to cook pumpkins, such as 
pumpkin raisin muffins, pumpkin pancakes and creamy pumpkin soup, visit 
pumpkinnook.com/cookbook.htm.
If eating or drinking a pumpkin does not sound good, then maybe carving a 
pumpkin for Halloween does. The website localharvest.org has a database of 
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With Q & A Session to Follow 
Co-President of the Freedom From Religion Foundation, 
Author and Songwriter
Monday, Oct. 22nd @ 7:00 p.m. 
Bulding 29 - University Center 
Room 118
This event is being jointly sponsored by the Secular Student Alliance and the 
Freedom from Religion Foundation.
The Secular Student Alliance has groups on over 100 campuses around the world. We 
want to work with students and faculty at CSUMB to form a campus group for 
atheists, agnostics, humanists, other freethinkers, and anyone interested in 
worldviews that are free of the supernatural.
Secular Student Alliance Executive Director August Brunsman will be at this event 
and would love to meet those interested in getting a group going at CSUMB.
www.secularstudents.org/csumb




Carbon Neutral Rock n Roll Event
Quinn To, Staff Reporter
QUINN_TO@CSUMB.EDU
The first Annual Monterey Music 
Summit will take place Oct. 20 through 
21 at the Monterey Fair Grounds. The 
musical event is a two-day, music and 
arts festival created to inspire and raise 
awareness regarding political and social 
issues faced by the college generation.
The summit hopes to create a friendly 
and thoughtful environment through 
music and art. Producer Joe Fletcher 
developed this festival as means to 
bring others together through music in 
order to inspire and educate each other 
about the political and environmental 
affairs happening throughout the 
country. The festival hopes to provide 
an arena for alternative solutions for 
these problems.
Fletcher and his associates chose 
Monterey because of the rich history it 
holds from such historical events as the 
Monterey Pop Festival back in 1967.
“Monterey has always remained 
kind of a mystical vibe because of that 
original festival. In the spirit of the 
original Pop festival we are presenting 
the cutting edge of today. Artists have 
important messages and music that 
matters today,” said Fletcher.
The event will include some 
internationally known, as well as local 
talents from a variety of genres. Those 
set to perform include: The Roots, G. 
Love & Special Sauce, Cake, Michael
Franti & Spearhead, Ozomatli, CéU, 
Black Rebel Motorcycle Club, Brandi 
Carlile, West Indian Girl, Colbie Caillat, 
Alo, Ian Ball of Gomez, Tea Leaf 
Green, Zap Mama, Yard Dogs Road 
Show, Ollabelle, New Monsoon, Crash 
Hot, Jessie Baylin, Bang Bang Bang, 
Melodrome, Holiday & the Adventure 
Pop Collective and more.
The official Monterey Music 
Summit website states, “performers 
are invited to participate not for their 
talent and popularity alone, but also for 
their willingness to speak openly on 
current political matters, and for their 
commitment to positive social change.”
One artist to watch is California 
native Colbie Caillat whose debut 
album, “Coco” is climbing the charts. 
Caillat’s artful blend of folk and pop 
sounds along with her laid back soulful 
voice make her a favorite among the 
young and old.
Her single, “Bubbly” is currently the
number three most requested song on 
I-Tunes. This will be Caillat’s first time 
performing at a venue of this caliber.
“I still get nervous, but I love it when 
fans sing every word along with me,” 
said Caillat.
At only 22 years old, Caillat uses her 
music as a way to speak to her younger 
fans. Caillat felt that one message for the 
performance would be, “no matter what 
you’re going through, just know that 
everyone goes through the same thing 
and be comfortable with yourself.”
Colbie Caillat will be performing on 
the Monterey stage Sunday at 8 p.m.
For more music and upcoming 




Over 25 performances will occur on 
three stages throughout the weekend. 
There will also be spoken word 
presentations, performance art and a
drumming circle taking place in rooms 
at an intimate venue made famous by 
the Monterey Pop Festival.
The Monterey Music Summit is 
also a Green Event. Fletcher said, 
“Monterey Music Summit is a carbon 
neutral rock ‘n’ roll event that will help 
plant over 1,000 trees on the Monterey 
Peninsula.”
Trees will be planted locally to off 
set the event’s carbon impact on the 
environment. Also, a $5 donation per 
ticket is automatically made on the ticket 
buyer’s behalf to one of the charities 
listed below. Proceeds will be shared 









This festival is an all ages event. Children 
12 & under are free when accompanied 
with a parent.
Tickets start at $55 for a one-day ticket 
and $99 for a two-day ticket. Tickets can 
only be purchased at http://monterey. 
inticketing.com
Colbie Caillat performing on the Monterey stage Sunday at 8 p.m. photos by Andrew southam
Something tor Everyone, Monterey Holiday Gift Fair
Suzanne Connolly, Staff Reporter
SUZANNE_CONNOLLY@CSUMB. EDU
The Monterey Holiday Gift Fair is 
approaching, and with live entertainment, 
food, dance, and arts and crafts, there is 
something for everyone. This event is 
put on by Pacific Reparatory Theater 
and is located at the Custom’s House 
Plaza, Monterey State Historic Park 
close to Fisherman’s Wharf.
The fair will go from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
on Oct. 27 to 28, and with such a beautiful 
setting the event should be an incredible
experience for all. This festival has been 
going on in Monterey for over 20 years 
and features many unusual artisans.
This admission free event is great for 
the whole family featuring local artists 
displaying, selling and describing their 
art. Everything is handmade in the 
United States. Some of the vendors 
attending will be selling jewelry, ceramic 
art, clothing, photography, gel candles, 
wood vases, candlesticks, beaded 
jewelry, paintings and wood toys.
PacRep’s staff is excited about one 
of the new vendors that will be on site 
this year, Coastal Glassworks. Anthony
Pajak, the owner and artist will be present 
displaying his many beautiful sculptures.
According to his website Pajak’s art 
is “inspired by the nature around him 
as well as the beauty of the Pacific 
Coastline. He is very well known for his 
“outstanding use of color.” Pajak will 
have unique gift ideas for the holidays 
such as glass Saki sets, dishes, goblets 
and perfume bottles. There looks to be 
something for everyone.
Along with the art there will be great 
food and entertainment. Gemini Soul from 
San Francisco and Jim Fussillio, a one-man 
band, is just some of the music that will be
heard throughout the weekend.
For those that are interested in eating, 
there will be plenty of food from all 
over the world. There will be Thai food, 
Chinese, Italian, Barbecue and more.
“This festival is a quality show with 
something for everyone. It’s definitely 
worth coming out to see,” said Holly 
Stock, arts and crafts manager for the 
Pacific Reparatory Theater.
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New Name, New Game Plan
Andie Aguirre, Staff Reporter 
Andrea_Aguirre@csumb.edu
Imagine a place on campus that combines 
culture, music, art and great food and 
also provides a strong community 
atmosphere for students and faculty.
This is exactly what the Otter Bay 
Restaurant (OBR) and its staff hopes 
to provide CSU Monterey Bay students 
this year and for years to come.
In the past, students have turned to 
the OBR as a fresh and tasty alternative 
to the food selections that the Dinning 
Commons and Otter Express provide. 
In addition to the menu; the campus 
restaurant will offer students a fun place 
to hang out.
The OBR soon hopes to have live 
music on a weekly basis and student 
artwork on display to give the restaurant 
more of a community vibe.
“Right now the OBR is kind of a 
blank canvas, but we are hoping to 
create sort of a community hub that 
can also serve as an outlet for creative 
expression for students,” said Drea 
Aguilar, Restaurant Supervisor and 
CSUMB Alumni. Aguilar who is very 
passionate about her vision, has been 
a part of the campus community for 
nearly six years and feels she knows the
campus and its students well.
“I just want to give back to this 
campus by helping it expand creatively 
by providing a space for students to 
express who they are,” said Aguilar.
In order to avoid schedule conflicts, 
Aguilar’s goal is to have OBR events 
during the school week when other 
spots like the Black Box Cabaret (BBC) 
do not have anything planned. This 
way, she feels, students can always have 
something to do on campus.
Aguilar believes it is important 
for students to always have activities 
available on campus. The main goal of 
OBR staff is to increase traffic into the 
restaurant because due to its somewhat 
discrete location, many new students do 
not know about the campus restaurant. 
The OBR relies mostly on word of 
mouth to attract customers.
“We tend to get forgotten about 
because we’re hidden in the University
Center, but we want students to know 
that we exist and that they do have an 
alternative on-campus dinning option,” 
said Joyce Powell, OBR catering and 
restaurant director.
Powell added further that the OBR is 
in the process of waiting for approval for 
signage that will be posted out front of 
the University Center to help make the 
OBR be more accessible to students.
However, there are those new students 
that do know about the restaurant, and eat 
there frequently, like Jackie Midland, 
a Freshman Kinesiology major who 
said she likes the OBR because, “it 
has a more flexible system of payment 
because [students] can use either our 
flex dollars or meal plan. Plus the food 
is amazing; I love the soups of the day,” 
she said.
The OBR’s first effort at vamping up 
its vibe is a pre-party for the Monterey 
Music Summit (MMS) concert, which
takes place on Oct. 20 and 21. The pre­
party will be on Thurs. Oct. 18 from 4 
p.m. to 8 p.m. and will feature plenty of 
music, food, contests and giveaways all 
in hopes of getting students hyped for 
the MMS.
Student musicians and artists 
interested in performing live or having 
their work on display at the OBR are 
urged to contact Drea Aguilar on first 
class at Andrea_Aguilar@csumb.edu, 
by calling the OBR at 582-5020 or just 
dropping in anytime during the week.
PHOTOS BY NICK COVA
Sound VS. Convenience
Kristina Kendrick, Managing Editor 
Kristina_Kendrick@csumb.edu
Countless white headphones peak out of 
student ears while walking to class, the 
library or to on-campus housing. Those 
same students then drive to work in 
their cars, playing Compact Disc’s (CD) 
from their stereos. Once home, these 
tired Otters then turn on their itunes or 
vinyl record player to relax while doing 
homework. Music is an essential part 
or life but preferences on how to absorb 
it range from person to person at CSU 
Monterey Bay.
Some think this is an obvious answer 
claiming digital music like the ipod 
and mp3’s rule supreme. “It’s clearly 
apparent that the preferred medium 
for music listening today is on digital 
players,” said Jay Punkar, Human 
Communication Senior.
Music is not like any other hobby; 
it is everywhere, in restaurants, stores 
and in the rooms of almost everyone 
living on or off campus. Because of its
prevalence, it makes one feel confident 
that their preferred method rules above 
all others.
Fellow student, Dane Bergerson of 
the Teledramatic Arts and Technology 
(TAT) department, agrees with Punkar. 
“I prefer digital music,” said Bergerson 
who hosts his own show on CSUMB’s 
music station, Otter Media. “[I can] 
take it with me easier, like on my I-pod 
or even to make them into CDs for use 
in my car,” continued Bergerson.
Digital may be more convenient than 
older more traditional mediums, but 
some say this comes at the price of 
sound quality.
Punkar, a self proclaimed “big-man- 
on-campus” continued, “even if you do 
find a few people who like to listen to 
vinyl’s [their] one and only reason will 
be for the ‘vintage’ or ‘original’ sound 
they project.”
Many agree, including Recording 
Technology Major, Vito Triglia who 
said, “records are the best, no question 
in my mind.”
Vinyl fans listen for the exceptional 
sound and also because they last longer 
than tapes or CD’s. “The vinyl I buy 
are mostly specialty/rare albums for 
collector’s purposes, but I do have a 
lot of them,” said Wendy Rutledge of 
Associated Students.
If one person can speak on behalf of 
music mediums, it is Arthur Simons. “I 
own close to a thousand LPs, hundreds 
of 78s, and collection of mp3s that 
numbers in the tens of thousands,” said 
Simons, an artist who creates astounding 
web & print publications for a growing 
number of departments at CSUMB.
Simons has also hosted a show on the 
Otter Media and jumped at the chance to 
inform others about the levels of musical 
hierarchy. “Live music is definitely best 
though,” explained Simons. “You’ll see 
me up front close to the stage,” he 
continued.
Convenience versus sound brings this 
ever heated debate in music circles going 
but the fact is, music is music. It could 
be oozing out of a tiny transistor radio 
or booming out of high performance 
speakers. “I grew up listening to awesome 
music [Doors, Hendrix, Zeppelin, etc.]
on crappy AM transistor radios and 
cheap record players from Sears and it 
sounded fantastic- the ultimate signal 
processor is the one inside your head,” 
stated Simons.
The happiness and enjoyment music 
brings to one’s heart does not change 
just because of the way it is absorbed.
PHOTOS BY CHRIS BRUNETTI




For The Active Otter 
Oct. 18 —Oct. 31
Thursday, Oct. 18
Monterey Music Summit 
Pre-Party
4 p.m.- 8 p.m. Otter Bay Restaurant
It is rare to have such a packed line-up 
at a Monterey music festival but this year 
the Otter Bay Restaurant (OBR) is helping 
to kick off the Monterey Music Summit. 
Band inspired food mixes with prizes, 
contests and of course, music. Join fellow 
students to celebrate this event happening 
all weekend.
Thursday, Oct. 18
Evidence, A Dance Company 
at the World Theatre
7:30 p.m. Sixth Ave. $10 students w/ ID; 
$22/staff; $25/general public
Following the successful performance 
of India Jazz Suites is a multi-media 
presentation combining both photography 
and dance. Artistic Director Ronald K. 
Brown premiers "One Shot," inspired by 
African American photographer Charles 
"Teenie" Harris. Tonight explores the legacy 




Opens 11 a.m. Sat.; 11:30 a.m. Sun. Monterey 
County Fairgrounds. $25/day for Students; 
contact Associated Students. $65-$189 
(visit montereymusicsummit.com)
Otters are particular when it comes to 
their music. Good thing this weekend 
offers music fans a variety of genres in 
this interactive, multi-media music 
festival. Today features locals Jonah & 
the Whalewatchers, Bang Bang Bang and 
widely known G. Love & Special Sauce, 
Cake and The Roots. Tomorrow features 
many tunetastic artists ready to rock the 
Bay.
Friday, Oct. 19
Kooky Movie Double Feature
7 p.m. Young Frankenstein; 9 p.m. Topper. 
Golden State Theatre. $8
Starting off the Halloween season at the 
Golden State is a double dose of cinematic 
excellence. Young Frankenstein (1974), 
directed by Mel Brooks, features the zany 
Gene Wilder as the young scientist who 
brings a dead body to life. Keeping with 
the dead theme is Topper (1937) staring 
heartthrob Cary Grant and Constance 
Bennett. The couple dies and comes 
back to haunt friend and tightwad banker 
Cosmo Topper.
Friday, Oct. 19
Rock show at the BBC
7:30 doors open. Black Box Cabaret. 
Free students; $10 General admission
Did someone say free concert? CSUMB's 
music hot spot, the BBC, hosts another rad 
concert thanks to the Otter Student Union 
and Events Work Group. Check out bands 
Steel Train, Kings for Queens, Socratic and 
CSUMB's own Brea tonight for this unique 
and free music experience.
Sunday, Oct. 21
Songwriter's Showcase at 
Monterey Live
4 p.m. Alvarado St. $7
Hosted by local artist Sahra Baker is the 
return of this fun and rousing event. See a 
variety of performers in different genres as 
they debut and hone their musical talents. 
This all ages event really brings the local 




7 p.m. World Theater. Free
How often do films shown at the 
Sundance Film Festival come to CSUMB? 
The answer is not often but tonight CSUMB 
is in luck with an evening with filmmaker 
Mark Becker. His documentary, Romántico, 
follows the journey of struggling musician 
and family man Carmelo Muniz Sanchez. 
The film will play and a question and 
answer period will follow. Copies of the 
DVD will be available for purchase and 
more information can be found at 
meteorfilms.org
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Wednesday, Oct. 24
Soccer Double Header
12:30 p.m.; 3 p.m. Soccer Sports Complex.
Both the men's and women's teams are 
fighting hard this season, making a name 
for CSUMB in Division II sports. Support 
Otter athletics and watch one or both take 
on San Francisco State today.
Wednesday, Oct. 24
Carrie Mae Weems at the 
World Theater
7 p.m. Sixth Ave.
Highly celebrated artist, Carrie Mae 
Weems, is sharing her thoughts on art, 
culture and politics. This award winning 
photographer has many national and 
international exhibitions making this night 
a "don't miss" for any Otter.
Thursday, Oct. 25 
B.B. King Return to the 
Golden State
8 p.m. Alvarado St. $85-$175
The tickets are not cheap but neither is 
the music. This iconic blues artist has been 
recording since the 1940's and has released 
over 50 albums. With a resume like that, the 
King of Blues puts on a show that still rings 
true in the heart of every audience member. 
Spend the cash for an unforgettable night 
at the Golden State Theater. For tickets visit 
goldenstatetheatre.com.
Saturday, Oct. 27 
Haunted BBC Dance: House 
of the Rising Dead
8 p.m. Black Box Cabaret. Free
The Homecoming dance has come and 
gone but do not worry, the Black Box 
Cabaret has a frightful night of dancing 
in store. A costume contest with prizes, 
airbrush art by local artist, Kemic and 
rocking music headline this student run 
event. Rock out to DJ's David Jeffreys, 
Maitre V and Megabyte Mike for some 
frightful tunes.
Tuesday, Oct. 30 
Downtown Monterey 
Farmers Market
4 p.m. - 7 p.m. Alvarado St.
Stock up on fresh fruits and vegetables 
at this local weekly event. The seasons are 
changing like the tree leaves, bringing a 
whole new feel to this popular street faire. 
Yummy goodies by local restaurants and 





3 p.m. - 7 p.m. Del Monte Center. Free.
An event suitable for the whole family, 
this year features a pumpkin weighing over 
500 pounds. Kids dressed in costume can 
get their picture taken with the massive 
carved pumpkin sponsored by Borchard 
Farms. More information can be found at 
delmontecenter.com
Wednesday, Oct. 31 
The Golden State presents 
The Mummy series
7 p.m. Golden State Theatre. $8
For those who do not want to walk 
the streets of Santa Cruz or trick-or-treat, 
catch The Mummy series presented by 
the Golden State. Brendan Fraser stars as 
Rick O'Connell in the action thriller about 
ancient treasure and adventure.
Wednesday, Oct. 31
Lovers and Strangers at 
Monterey Live
9:30 p.m. Alvarado Street. $10
Coming back for a second year in a row is 
alternative rock band, Lovers and Strangers. 
Dress up as a lover like Casanova or stranger 
like Ziggy Stardust to join in this Halloween 
themed event. The band has been putting 
out quality music for twenty years and with 
a new sound and new members, it returns 
to its Monterey Bay roots to have another 
spooketastic holiday.
J
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It’s All Greens For Female Ballstriker
Grant Haney, Staff Reporter
GRANT_HANEY@CSUMB.EDU
Student athletes do not focus on one 
record when they can set many. This 
seems to be the mindset of CSU 
Monterey Bay’s women’s golfer Cicilia 
Chudivan.
- The CSUMB woman’s golf team 
    started the season off at the Grand 
Canyon’s Fall Invitational at Coldwater 
golf club in Arizona on Sept. 24 and 25. 
Standing at the height of 4’10”, wearing 
glasses along with a grin, sophomore 
Cicilia Chudivan decided to make a 
statement for the Otters and create a
spot for herself in the record books. 
After a disappointing score of 79
the first round, Chudivan fired 69 the 
second day to become the only woman’s 
golfer in CSUMB history to record a 
competitive round in the 60’s. This 
score was three under par on that course 
and the only round under par the final 
day of the tournament. It propelled 
her from a tie at 26 place to a tie for 
fifth place in the culmination of that 
tournament.
When asked about her record round,
Chudivan attributes her good play to her 
consistent practicing. “I practice a lot of 
short game, chipping and putting,” said 
Chudivan. “I felt confident this year 
because I practiced a lot in the summer. 
The second day I concentrated more, 
and focused on one shot at a time,” 
explained Chudivan. “The first round I 
had four three-putts and the second day 
I had no three-putts.”
Along with practicing in the summer,
Chudivan set two course records at golf 
courses around the area. She shot a 
record 68 at Tehama golf club in Carmel 
and a 69 at Pasadera Country Club 
located in Monterey. “Both were from 
the red tees,” continued Chudivan in 
respect to the red tees being the easiest 
to play from.
Terri Greene, co-head coach, spoke 
proudly about the tournament in 
Arizona. After the first round the girls 
showered then had a mandatory putting 
practice until dark. “We weren’t used 
to slow [putting] greens. We needed
to practice bringing the putter back 
further,” explained Greene.
When asked about Chudivan’s 
performance Greene replied, “After the 
practice, everything came together for 
Cicilia in the second round.”
First year men’s assistant coach, 
Brian Thompson shares his thoughts on 
Chudivan’s record round. “Impressive, 
I’m looking forward to more scores 
in the sixties. Then they can bring 
home some W’s,” said Thompson when 
referring to wins.
Chudivan grew up in Jakarta, 
Indonesia and then spent a year at 
Arizona State University. After studying 
the golf management program at ASU, 
she decided to not only practice, but to 
play college golf.
Chudivan and her Arizona swing 
instructor, Jason Owen, decided upon 
CSUMB for where Chudivan would be 
able to play Division II college golf?
After studying business here at 
CSUMB, Chudivan inspires to become 
a golf teaching professional back home 
in Indonesia to help golfers succeed at 
their highest level.
Chudivan carrying her dubs on the coruse. PHOTOS BY GRANT HANEY
    CHAPMAN
      UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Monterey
Look Ahead to Your Future,
Chapman University College’s Monterey campus is the perfect choice 
to complete your bachelor’s degree.
Chapman University College, one of California’s most highly respected universities for adult learners, is also 
the perfect transfer choice. New sessions start every 10 weeks and our exceptional programs are taught at 
convenient times by professionally and academically accomplished faculty who are focused on your success.
Bachelor’s Degree Programs 
Liberal Studies (BA) Humanities • Organizational Leadership (BA)
Psychology (BA) • Social Science (BA)
Also offering graduate degree, certificate, and credential programs.
Call toll-free 866-CHAPMAN 
, www.chapman.edu/monterey 
RSVP for an upcoming information meeting.
Monterey 99 Pacific Street, Suite 375B 831-373-0945 
Chapman University is accredited by and is a member of the Western Association of Schools and Colleges.
Teacher training and credential programs are accredited by the California Commission on Teacher Credentialing.




Bowling Club at Monterey Lanes
Quinn To, Staff Reporter 
QU1NN_TO@CSUMB.EDU
CSU Monterey Bay has teamed up with 
Monterey Lanes Bowling Alley to form 
a bowling club for students.
Intramural Coordinator Amber 
Magner who puts on the monthly 
bowling night is enthusiastic about the 
new club. While the bowling nights 
are free to the first 30 people who 
sign up, the new club will be able to 
give discounts to a greater number of 
students. Magner predicts the club will 
be, “A pretty big hit,” stating that a lot 
of people have participated in previous 
bowling activities. Magner also added, 
“there is money to be had in the college 
crowd.” The program was developed to 
give students a chance to participate in 
off campus activities as well as promote 
the Monterey Lanes.
Students interested in joining the 
club will enjoy discounted bowling for 
open play as well as guaranteed lanes. 
Teams will consist of four players and 
the games will usually start between 8
p.m. and 9 p.m. Teams will be able to 
participate in three games for $9.
The bowling alley includes 24 lanes, 
and an abundance of bowling balls in 
a glorious rainbow of colors. There is 
also a coffee shop area where bowling 
enthusiasts can enjoy pizza, burgers 
and sandwiches. Adjacent to the coffee 
shop there is a full bar with a pool table 
and three televisions all playing local 
sports.
Monterey Lanes manager and club 
producer, Susan McCormick, feels the 
new bowling club will allow students 
to bond while getting to know the area. 
McCormick thinks the new club will 
benefit students by providing, “a fun 
relaxing competitive time, yet builds 
team spirit.” She also said if the bowling 
club becomes an accredited club, “it 
has the potential to earn scholarship 
[money] for college.”
Senior ISSM major Benjamin 
Mayberry said, “I think a bowling club 
would be a good idea. It would be a 
fun way to meet people and compete 
in a fun environment.” Mayberry also
expressed how students in the 
past have felt that the bowling 
league seasons are too long, 
too expensive and not casual 
enough for full time students. 
This new club allows students to 
be involved without the intense 
commitment of a professional 
league.
Monterey Lanes is located 
at 2161 Fremont Street in 
Monterey.
Grab Your Carabiner!
Melody Ainsworth, Staff Reporter 
Melody Ainsworth@csumb.edu
Hiding in the industrial section of Sand 
City, lies any extreme sport enthusiasts’ 
dream. Sanctuary Rock Gym resembling 
a cave is on any given night, packed 
with locals and CSU Monterey Bay 
students.
The main activity at a rock gym 
like Sanctuary, is wall climbing. Each 
wall ranges in difficulty and offers 
different routes to follow, various types 
of handholds, and ominous incline 
possibilities.
So how does one climb a wall? 
Sanctuary’s system is virtually fool­
proof. In general, climbing is a two- 
person sport. As one person climbs, 
the other person belays, or holds the 
rope. The climber is tied into a harness, 
tightened at the waist and thighs, and is 
locked into the rope with a heavy-duty 
carabiner. The belayer is also tied intd 
a harness, and is on duty to keep thd 
rope taut and their partner from falling’ 
Sanctuary uses devices called Grigri's, 
which automatically lock the rope in the
hands of the belayer until the climber is 
ready to descend.
Climbing for sport is a challenge of 
both the body and the mind. Senior 
business major, Todd Norris, has been 
 climbing for years and still admits that it 
is not always as easy as it looks.
 “Its not as simple as going straight 
up, you have to plan out your next 
move.. .then hope your body has enough 
strength left to make it,” said Norris.
A large contributor to climbing ability 
is trust in your equipment, your belayer, 
and most of all, yourself.
Sanctuary offers various other 
challenges in climbing such as 
a tightrope, a dubious looking faux 
“crack,” and for climbers who battle a 
fear of heights, bouldering, a lower wall, 
that requires no harness and slightly 
more strategy.
One aspect that draws CSU Monterey 
Bay students in by the dozen is the 
closeness of the Gym. Professor Greg 
Myers instructs a class on climbing that 
meets at the Gym each Wednesday.
“Once students realize we’re here, 
they can’t wait to come back"” agreed
business senior and sanctuary employee 
Jamie Younse, “it’s a great alternative to 
going to the gym, it works out muscles 
you don’t even know you have...and yes, 
it even works your brain.” According 
to the Sanctuary Rock Gym flyer, 
“the climbing routes are changed on a 
frequent basis to enhance both climbing 
and problem solving skills.”
Although it is not cheap, Sanctuary 
also acknowledges their climbers, with 
student discounts available for day, 
month, and even year passes. The 
relieving factor is that you get what you 
pay for; rates are high to keep all their 
equipment (that many entrust their lives 
with) up to date, and fully functional.
So instead of going to the gym this 
week, drop by Sanctuary Rock Gym 
any weekday 2 p.m. to 10 p.m., or 
weekends 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. to give 
climbing a try. The gym is located in 
Sand City behind Costco. For more 
information, visit Sanctuary’s website, 
www.rockgym.com for directions.
 PHOTOS PROVIDED BY WWW.ROCKGYM.COM








10/2 CSUMB beat UC Santa Cruz 3-1 in Santa Cruz.
10/4 CSUMB beat CSU Los Angeles 3-2 at The Kelp Bed.
10/5 CSUMB lost to UC San Diego 0-3 in The Kelp Bed.
10/12 CSUMB lost to Cal Poly Pomona 1-3 in The Kelp Bed.
10/13 CSUMB lost to CSU San Bernardino 0-3 in The Kelp Bed .
Overall record 8-15
Upcoming Games:
10/19 CSU Dominguez Hills in Carson, Ca. 1 p.m.
10/24 Sonoma State in Rohnert Park, Ca. 7 p.m.
10/26 Humboldt State in Arcata, Ca. 7 p.m.
Men's Soccer:
10/5 CSUMB lost to CSU Stanislaus 0-1 at home.
10/7 CSUMB lost to Seattle University 0-4 in Seattle, Wa.
10/8 CSUMB beat.St. Martin's 3-0 in Lacey, Wa.
10/12 CSUMB beat CSU San Bernardino 4-3 in Seaside.
10/14 CSUMB beat Cal Poly Pomona 2-1 in Seaside.
Overall record 6-5-2
Upcoming Games:
10/19 Sonoma State in Rohnert Park, Ca. 3 p.m.
10/21 Humboldt State in Arcata, Ca. 2 p.m.
10/24 San Francisco State at Seaside 3 p.m.
Women's Soccer:
10/5 CSUMB lost to CSU Stanislaus 0-1 at Seaside.
10/8 CSUMB beat St. Martin's 3-2 in Lacey, Wa.
10/12 CSUMB lost to CSU San Bernardinol-4 in Seaside.
10/14 CSUMB lost Cal Poly Pomona 0-2 in Seaside.
Overall record 3-8-2
Upcoming games:
10/19 Sonoma State in Rohnert Park 12:30 p.m.
10/21 Humboldt State in Arcata, Ca. 11:30 a.m.
10/24 San Francisco State at Seaside 12:30 p.m.
Men's Golf:
10/2 CSUMB came in eighth overall at the Grand Canyon
Invitational at 5 over par.
25* Ricky Stockton - 73, 72,70 — 215 
48* Oskar Nystrom - 78,70,73 — 221 
78* David Staszko - 76,77, 76 —229 
84* Billy Moon - 90, 74,72 —236 
*Designates a tie
Upcoming Games:
10/14 Chico State Invitational in Chico, Ca. all day. Results not 
available at the time of press.
10/21 Sonoma State Invitational in Santa Rosa, Ca.
Women's Golf:
10/2 CSUMB came in second at the Golf Mart/Lady Otter 
Invitational in Monterey 83-over-par
2* Cicilia Chudivan - 78,78—156 
7* Lauren Grounds - 83,79—162 
13 Ashley Dickman - 83,83—166 
19 Jessica Yee - 86,84—170 
20* Darcy Lake - 84,87—171
20* Etivise Latu - 90,81—171 
28* Carly Doberenz - 89,87—176 
46 Maren Jaramillo - 99,89—188
52 Taylor Harris - 101,96—197
53 Jacy Gleave - 99,99—198
10/9 CSUMB came in third, at the Western Washington 
Invitational in Bellingham, Wa.
11* Lauren Grounds 79,81—160 
14 Etivise Latu - 82,79—161 
18* Cicilia Chudivan - 79,85—164 
21* Darcy Lake - 85,80—165 
26* Maren Jaramillo - 85,81—166 
*Designates a tie
Upcoming Games:
10/21 Sonoma State Invitational in Santa Rosa, Ca.
Men's Cross Country:
10/6 The CSUMB team came in eighth at the San Francisco State 
Invitational in San Francisco, CA. while their top individual 
placed 62.
Upcoming Matches:
10/20 CCAA Championships in Turlock, Ca. 9 a.m.
Women's Cross Country:
10/6 Came in 11 at the San Francisco State Invitational in San 
Francisco, Ca. Their top individual placed 54.
Upcoming Games:
10/20 CCAA Championships in Turlock, Ca. 9 a.m.
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Sexual Healing and much, much more...
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OPINION
Sexual Healing: Putting an End to Periods?
Mary Freeman, Assistant News Editor 
Mary_Freeman@csumb.edu
Increasingly hormonal contraceptives are becoming a way for women to 
control their periods and the symptoms that go along with them.
Recently, new long-cycle hormonal oral contraceptives, like Seasonale, 
have been developed to limit women’s periods to only four times a year rather 
than the normal 13. Women ingest a daily oral dosage for 84 days straight 
with 7 days of placebos.
In May of 2006 Seasonique, which is the same formulation as Seasonale 
but with certain dosage differences, was released to the public.
The new dosage differences in Seasonique may reduce hormonal 
withdrawal symptoms, such as headache and/or cramping.
One of the main side effects with Seasonale was breakthrough bleeding, a 
term used for bleeding between periods. The new formulation with Seasonique 
may reduce the likelihood of experiencing breakthrough bleeding.
Aside from limiting, cycles all combined oral contraceptives, better known 
as “the pill,” are known to possibly reduce ovarian and endometrial cancer 
risks, as well as being able to treat acne, endometriosis, Polycystic Ovary 
Syndrome, and Premenstrual dysphoric disorder.
Other side effects of long-cycle hormonal contraceptives were increased 
susceptibility to the common cold or inflammation of the sinuses as well as 
unscheduled bleeding.
According to their website, Seasonale and Seasonique, like most other 
hormonal contraceptives, have serious risks related to blood clots, stroke, and 
heart attack, especially for smokers.
According to the Cleaveland Clinic Journal of Medicine, Seasonique has a 
more than 99 percent efficacy rate in preventing pregnancy.
However, like all contraceptives, with the exception of condoms, Seasonale 
and Seasonique are not effective at preventing sexually transmitted diseases 
or infections.
Long-cycle hormonal contraceptives are allowing women to control their 
periods not only for health and comfort reasons, but also for cosmetic reasons 
by enabling them to literally plan around and for their period.
This past July the new oral contraceptive Lybrel hit the market eliminating 
periods altogether. The drug is taken 365 days a year with no placebo dosage 
at all.
One distinct advantage of Lybrel is that “hormonal levels remain constant, 
ovulation is suppressed, and women have no menstrual bleeding,” reported 
the Cleveland Clinic Journal of Medicine.
According to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, “because Lybrel 
users will eliminate their regular periods, it may be difficult for women to 
recognize if they have become pregnant,” which seems to be the only known 
disadvantage to not having a period.
However, on their website http://menstruationresearch.org, the Society 
for Menstrual Cycle Research, posted a different position on the issue, “that 
menstruation is not a disease, and that further research on the potential health 
risks and long-term safety of cycle-stopping contraception is still needed.”
om buds [am-bu-dz] 7. One that investigates reported 
complaints (as from students or consumers), reports findings, and helps to 
achieve equitable settlements.
Dear Otter Nation,
This past issue, like with most issues, we received letters from readers expressing their 
opinions about stories covered in the Realm. Online, you can find guidelines that detail 
exactly how to get your voice heard by us here at the Realm.
One of the guidelines that we have established is that letters to the editor need to be sent 
directly to the editors rather than to Prof. Juanita Darling. Some of you might know Juanita 
personally, and see that she works closely with the Realm, but the paper is completely 
student run.
One of the opinions we saw expressed was that certain stories came off as biased. 
In particular, we received an email regarding the story titled, “From Ruins Appeared 
The Dunes.” The reader felt that the story did not cover all possible angles, and that is 
something that we can understand and identify with.
In journalism, it is important to use three individual sources, with if possible, differing 
views on the issue at hand. This gives the story credibility and balance, which is something 
we strive to make possible with each of our stories.
However, sources can be tricky at times. Often times, sources are too busy to return phone 
calls, afraid of being misquoted, or disagree with the story being covered. When these issues 
happen it brings a new challenge to the table for us as reporters.
One major issue that occurs at most newspapers is when sources feel as though they are 
misrepresented in quotes. In the story, “India Internships on Trial,” one of the sources felt 
that his contributions added a level of negativity to the story that he had not intended. The 
unfortunate fact of print journalism is that often times what is said in person reads veiy 
differently when in print. Something else that can affect getting adequate stories, but 
luckily did not stand in reporter Michael Tyler’s way, are late-breaking stories. Last week, 
Tyler reported on local spraying for brown moths in Monterey County, and was able to 
obtain information before The Herald, and upload it onto The Otter Realm’s website by 8:30 
a.m. the morning of the story.
Sincerely, Mary Freeman, Assistant News Editor and Ombudsman
Laura the Explorer
Being Dealt Cards
Laura Newell, Arts Editor 
Laura_Newell@csumb.edu
All in, more like all out! This week I decided to try my luck at a Texas Holdem poker 
game at the Marina Club in Marina.
I have played poker before; actually I have been in training for about three years now.
I have played in little home games for nickels and dimes many times, but this was my 
first time trying it for the big money.
I took my poker playing boyfriend with me to the card room because I was way too 
nervous to go alone. In the car he gave me advice on how to play my best in a big 
game. First, paired kings, queens and aces go all in. Second, I could call others with 
pairs above fives. Third, do not be intimidated by anyone.
I got to Marina Club, walked in and then waited. Waiting for a table was a long and 
nerve racking occurrence. All I heard was the shuffling of chips and a woman’s voice 
yelling “four four it’s a four!” My body began to tighten up and I was lost in all the 
commotion. And let me mention, this was a small room not a four-story casino.
A table opened and I sat down between my boyfriend and the dealer putting my $ 100 
on the table. There were eight people at the table, and they all could see me shivering. 
We all drew a card to see who went first. I got a king, yes. Then, from my opinion, a 
confident and sophisticated woman in a beautiful coat got a higher king. So I had to 
put in the big.blrnd of $2. 
In poker the person left of the dealer puts in the small blind and the person left of the 
small blind puts in the big blind.
I got 8, 7, so I folded. The second hand I got dealt king, queen. But I sadly folded it;
I had-to follow my instructions, well for that hand. Next I got dealt a pair of kings, yes! 
Actually no, I froze. Someone bet $2 and I called, not all in, but a call. Then the flop, 
I called him again. I only called him because, from my knowledge of poker, I should 
have had the best hand. There was not a straight, flush or higher pair on the board, so I
bet on the river. Then he turned over two aces and I lost big time.
15. I was dealt paired sixes and looked at the table saying, “OK, this is
my hand, I am all in.” No respect, four people called me quickly. Then flop, turn, river 
and the confident woman won with two pair.
What did I learn from this experience? Confidence is everything. Before I play at 
another card room or casino, I think I will practice at a few more home games.
OTTER OOPS
Front Page: Cover article jumps to page 4 and not page 2. 
Page 4: Mary Freeman is the Assistant News Editor 
Page 9: Photos taken by Justin Gómez and not Carli 
McDaniel
Page 13: Mary Freeman is again Assistant New 
Page 17: In Superbike Showdown article, Michae;| 
Mathew Fong and he is a hardware engineer at Apple that 






































































WHAT WAS YOUR MOST
INVENTIVE HALLOWEEN COSTUME
EVER?
"When I was in fourth grade I dressed as Raiden from 








"I dressed as the Ricola girl 
in high school, as a modified 
version of the St. Pauli's Beer 




"My friends and I are going to 
dress like the characters from
The Wizard of Oz... but evil. 
I am going to be the Wicked
Witch of the West." 
Rachel Asendorf,
TAT Freshman
"I once dressed up as a 
jellyfish. I put a shimmery 
cloth over an umbrella hat 
with streamers hanging 




"My buddy and I are going 
to dress like Chazz Michael
Michaels and Jimmy MacElroy, 
the guys from Blades of Glory."
Erik Cleeves , 
ESSP Junior
Think You're Pretty Smart?
Check the answers in the next issue.
Across  
2. Spelling is this spooky characters favorite subject in 
school?
4. Device to automatically lock the rope in the hands of a 
belayer when rock climbing?
6. What kind of music is inspired by mummies?
9. Womens basketball head coach and intramural 
coordinator?
11. New husband and Paris Hilton sex tape co-star?
13. Pop icon who recently lost custody of children?
15. Get airbrushed art by this local artist?
17.Street name of the location for Monterey downtown 
farmers market?
18. The Otter Bay Restaurants former name?
19. Events chair currently under internal review?
DOWN
1. Day of the week and Adams Family daughter?
3. The first Jack-O-Lanterns were made out of what?
5. Five piece band out of Morgan Hill playing at the Black 
Box Cabaret?
7. CSUMB sophomore Women's golfer Cicilia Chudivan was 
born where?
8. Former Selena actress who possibly has two buns in the 
oven?
10. Venue for Lovers and Strangers concert Oct. 31?
12. Director of 1974 satirical inspired horror film Young 
Frankenstein?
14. Halloween is generally considered to have evolved from 
this ancient festival?
16. A cloudlike mass or layer of minute water droplets or ice 
crystals?. ■
